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Abstract
The structure and the dielectric properties of Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3 (PZN)
crystal have been investigated by means of high-resolution synchrotron x-
ray diffraction (with an x-ray energy of 32 keV)a n ddielectric spectroscopy
(in the frequency range 100 Hz–1 MHz). At high temperatures, the PZN
crystal exhibits a cubic symmetry and polar nanoregions inherent to relaxor
ferroelectrics are present, as evidenced by the single (222) Bragg peak and by
thenoticeabletailsatthebaseofthepeak. Atlowtemperatures,inadditiontothe
well-knownrhombohedralphase,anotherlow-symmetry,probablymonoclinic,
phaseisfound. Thetwophasescoexistintheformofmesoscopicdomains. The
ferroelectric phase transition is diffuse and observed between 325 and 390 K,
where the concentrationof the low-temperaturephasesgraduallyincreasesand
thec ubic phase disappears upon cooling. However, no dielectric anomalies
can be detected in the temperature range of the diffuse phase transition. The
temperature dependence of the dielectric constant shows a maximum at higher
temperature (Tm = 417–429 K, depending on frequency) with the typical
relaxor dispersion at T < Tm and the frequency dependence of Tm ﬁtted to
theV ogel–Fulcher relation. Application of an electric ﬁeld upon cooling from
thecubicphaseorpolingthecrystalintheferroelectricphasegivesrisetoasharp
anomaly of the dielectric constant at T ≈ 390 K and greatly diminishes the
dispersionatlowertemperatures,butthedielectricrelaxationprocessaroundTm
remainsqualitativelyunchanged. Theresultsarediscussedintheframeworkof
the present models of relaxors and in comparison with the prototypical relaxor
ferroelectric Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3.
(Some ﬁgures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)
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1. Introduction
Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3 (PZN) and Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3 (PMN) are two prototypical relaxor
ferroelectric materials with complex perovskite structure, in which the off-valent Zn2+ (or
Mg2+)a n dN b
5+ ions occupying the B-sites are primarily disordered [1]. Research on relaxor
ferroelectrics and related materials has undergone an accelerated growth in the last few years
both in fundamental understanding of the structure and physical properties and in practical
applications. This is partly due to the excellent piezoelectric properties discovered in single
crystals of the solid solutions between PZN (or PMN) and ferroelectric PbTiO3,w h i c hpoint
to the next generation of electromechanical transducer applications [2, 3]. Recent neutron
scattering studies have identiﬁed a ferroelectric soft mode in PMN at 1100 K that becomes
overdamped below the Burns temperature Td ≈ 620 K (i.e. the temperature at which polar
nanoregions, PNRs, begin to appear), suggesting a direct connection between the soft mode
and the PNRs [4]. More interestingly, at lower temperature the soft mode in PMN reappears
close to TC = 213 K [5], the temperature at which the electric ﬁeld-induced polarization
vanishesspontaneouslyuponzero-ﬁeldheating[6], and a peak in the temperaturedependence
of the hypersonic damping appears [7]. To interpret the measured intensities of the diffuse
scattering in PMN in accordance with the concept of ferroelectric soft mode, Hirota et al [8]
have proposed and demonstrated the validity of a phase-shifted condensed soft mode model
of the PNRs. This model suggests the displacement of PNRs along their polar directions
relative to the surrounding cubic matrix (H-shift). Therefore, the phonon dynamics clearly
indicates the ferroelectric nature of the relaxor PMN, although the average structure of the
system remains cubic and optically isotropic.
Application of an electric ﬁeld along the  111  direction can induce a long-range (single
domain) ferroelectric phase in PMN, with the development of a polar rhombohedral R3m
phase associated with switchable polarization and birefringent macro domains [6, 9, 10].
By means of dielectric spectroscopy, Bokov and Ye [11–13] discovered a ‘universal’
relaxor dispersion in PMN and related materials, and showed that it is an important common
property of relaxor ferroelectrics. The universal relaxor polarization is described by a
microscopic model of ‘soft’ polar nanoregions with unit cells that can freely choose several
different directions, while the direction of the total moment of the nanoregion remains the
same [13]. Such an approach makes it possible to apply a standard spherical model to relaxor
ferroelectrics,whichpredictstheexperimentallyobservedquadraticdivergenceoftheuniversal
partofthesusceptibilityabovethecriticaltemperature. Thismodeliscomplementarytotheso-
called sphericalrandom-bond–random-ﬁeldmodelproposedby Blinc et al [14,15] to explain
the NMR data and the non-linearity of the total dielectric susceptibility in relaxors.
In comparison with PMN, the crystal structure and polar order of PZN appear to be
quite different. Earlier works reported that a phase transition from a cubic to a rhombohedral
phase tookplaceuponcooling,whichwas associated with the maximumof dielectricconstant
occurring at Tm around 410 K [16–18]. At room temperature weakly birefringent domains
with extinctiondirectionsalong  110 cub were observedon a (001)cub-cutPZN platelet, which
seemsto conﬁrmtherhombohedralsymmetry. Thevalueofbirefringencedecreasesgradually
upon heating but more sharply around 390 K before vanishing at T  413 K [19]. Recently,
Lebon et al [20] reported that the cubic-to-rhombohedral phase transition in PZN is diffuse
andspreadsoverthetemperaturerangebetween385and325K withafullestablishmentofthe
rhombohedralphase below 325 K. This phase consists of domains of mesoscopic (60–70 nm)
size. Applicationofadcﬁeldalong 111 transformsthepolydomainstateintoarhombohedral
quasi-monodomain state. High-energy x-ray diffraction studies on PZN crystals by Xu et al
[21] revealed Bragg peaks resembling a tetragonal (or pseudo-cubic)symmetry (X-phase) forStructural phase transition and dielectric relaxation in Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3 single crystals 2495
thebulkcrystal,thenatureofwhichisyettobeclariﬁed. Ontheotherhand,neutronscattering
results showed the onset of diffuse scattering at the Burns temperature, and a softening of the
optical mode at the critical temperature, analogous to PMN [22].
Despite recent intensive work, the nature of phase transitions and dielectric relaxation
in relaxors has not been thoroughly understood. In this work, we have studied the structural
transformationinPZNcrystalsbysynchrotronx-raydiffractionandbyanalysingthedielectric
properties as a function of temperature and frequency at zero ﬁeld and under a dc ﬁeld.
2. Experiment
PZNs i ngle crystals were grown by spontaneous nucleation from high-temperature solution
according to the method and conditions describedi n[ 23]. A crystal plate of triangular shape
(4 mm in edge and 330 µmt hick) was cut with large surfaces parallel to the (111)cub plane.
The (111)cub faces were mirror polished using a series of diamond pastes down to 3 µm. For
the dielectric measurements, the sample was sputtered with gold layers on the (111)cub faces
in a central area of 1.5 × 1.5m m 2.T w o gold wires were attached to the electrodes using
silver paste. For the polingof the sample, an electric ﬁeld of 20 kV cm−1 was applied at room
temperature and kept on for 30 min. The crystal was then short-circuited to remove possible
space charges injected.
X-ray diffraction experiments were carried out on the unpoled crystal using the X22A
beamline (32 keV, λ ≈ 0.38 Å, with a penetration depth of about 30 µma tnormal incident)
from the national synchrotron light source (NSLS) at the Brookhaven National Laboratories.
The beamline is equipped with a four-circle Huber diffractometer, with Si(220) and Si(111)
analyser-crystals mounted in the diffraction path. The diffraction data were collected at a
temperature range between 420 and 25 K upon cooling. The accuracy of the temperature
measurementwaswithin±5Kandthetemperaturestabilitywas within±2K.Theθ–2θ scans
were performedover selected angular ranges centred about the (200), (220) and, in particular,
(222)cubicreﬂections. Aleast-squaresmethodwasusedforﬁttingthediffractionlineproﬁles
to different shape functions. In addition to the Gaussian function that describes the proper
Bragg peaks at X22A, the Lorentz, pseudo-Voigt and Pearson VII functions were also tested
to choose the best one.
Dielectric spectroscopic measurements were performed by means of a computer-
controlled system consisting of a Solartron–1260 impedance analyser and a Solartron–1296
dielectricinterface,atvariousfrequencies(100Hz–1MHz)inthetemperatureintervalbetween
310 and 620 K. The measurements were carried out under various conditions: (1) zero-ﬁeld
cooling (ZFC); (2) ﬁeld cooling (FC) for unpoled crystal by applying a dc bias ﬁeld; (3) zero-
ﬁeld heating (ZFH) for prepoled crystals.
3. Results and analysis
3.1. Structural transformation
Preliminary synchrotron x-ray diffraction experiments were undertaken on a pressed PZN
powder sample obtained by crushing small single crystals at beamline X22A in the Bragg–
Brentano geometry. The data collected for several characteristic reﬂections show a single
peak for(200)cub,adoublepeakfor (220)cub and a doublepeak for(222)cub reﬂections, which
indicate a non-cubic and very likely a rhombohedralsymmetry.
In the (111)cub crystal, the diffraction data around the (222)cub Bragg reﬂection were
carefully measured as a function of temperature. The results obtained at some selected2496 Y-H Bing et al
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Figure 1. Diffraction pattern around the (222)cub peak for PZN crystal at selected temperatures
between 50 and 415 K (with intensity normalized by I/Imax).
temperatures are shown in ﬁgure 1 (all diffraction data are intensity normalized by the peak
value at each temperature, i.e. I/Imax). The peak at 415 K appears sharp and symmetric
with an instrument resolution-limited width, indicating the cubic structure (in accord with
all previously published results) and the excellent quality of the crystal. On the other hand,
the bottom of the peak is slightly broadened, more pronounced at the lower angle side. To
visualizethisfactbetter, the proﬁleisshownseparatelyinsemi-logarithmicscaleinﬁgure2(a).
Such kind of base broadening of x-ray and neutron diffraction peaks in PMN-based relaxors
is usually related to the scattering by polar nanoregions [24, 25]. In PZN this effect was
also reported in the high-temperature phase, but only for neutron scattering [22]. The full
proﬁle can be well ﬁtted by the sum of Gauss and Lorentz functions representing the Bragg
and diffuse scattering contributions, respectively. Note that these two functions are centred at
slightly different θ values, and the ﬁttings are disturbed at the angles far from the centre.
The spectrum at 390 K (not shown) is almost identical to that of 415 K. But at lower
temperatures distinctive shoulders begin to appear from both sides of the peak (ﬁgure 1).
Upon further cooling, these shoulders become more and more signiﬁcant and the intensity
of the major peak decreases (ﬁgure 3), indicating that some regions of the crystal undergo
as tructural distortion. At low temperatures two peaks expected for the rhombohedral phase
are clearly visible, but surprisingly, besidest hese two peaks, signiﬁcant shoulders still remain
(see ﬁgure 2(b)). This means that an additional phase (or phases) not noticed in the previous
investigations exists in PZN crystal alongside the rhombohedralphase.
In the temperature interval of 50–325 K the full line proﬁle can be well ﬁtted as a sum of
ﬁve overlappingGaussfunctions. Figure2(b)demonstratesthe ﬁtat50K asan example. TwoStructural phase transition and dielectric relaxation in Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3 single crystals 2497
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Figure 2. Fitting of the diffraction pattern around the (222)cub peak for PZN crystal at (a) 415 K
and (b) 50 K. Circles represent experiment data; Gaussians and Lorentzian used for ﬁtting are
represented by solid and broken curves, respectively.
central contributions (i.e. those that give rise to the maxima on the diffraction proﬁle) can be
assigned to the rhombohedral phase [(222)R and (¯ 222)R reﬂections correspond to low-angle
and high-angle maxima, respectively]. The remaining three contributions are related to the
other phase of lower (probably a monoclinic or triclinic) symmetry.
The summarized intensity of the peaks related to the new phase (calculated as the sum
of intensities of the corresponding ﬁtted peaks) accounts for about 40% of the total intensity
of all peaks, which means that this low-symmetry phase exists at a signiﬁcant concentration.
However, the magnitudes of the peaks of this phase are comparatively small for two reasons:
(i) the intensity is distributed over more than three peaks, and (ii) the peaks are wider; for
example, at 50 K the value of the full width at half maximum (FWHM) is about 0.07◦ for the
two most intense peaks of the new phase, which is much larger than the (¯ 222)R peak (0.024◦)
and the (222)R peak (0.046◦).T h es m a l lm agnitude of those peaks explains why they can be2498 Y-H Bing et al
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Figure 3. Variations of (a) two-theta (2θ)values, (b) full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM), and
(c) integrated intensity of the major (222)cub peak as a function of temperature for PZN crystal.
reliably detected only with the help of synchrotronx -ray diffractionh a v i n gboth the intensity
and resolution much higher than the conventionalx-ray technique.
Notethatthecentralpeak,whichissingleathightemperatures,remainsthedominantpeak
throughoutthecoolingdownto50K.Figure3showsthevariationsoftheposition,FWHMand
intensityofthispeakas a functionoftemperature. It canbeseenthat theFWHMandtheangle
of the peak position increase upon cooling, ﬁrst very slowly but much more quickly starting
fromabout350K.Asharpdropofpeakintensityisalsoobservedbetween325and370K,i.e.in
thet emperature range where the shoulders around the major peak become very pronounced.
The line proﬁle cannot be unambiguously ﬁtted in this temperature range. All these features
provide evidence for the phase transition. Ourr esults are consistent with the recent study
of the (333) and (005) lines of PZN [20], in that the phase transition is diffuse, i.e. in the
temperature interval of 325–390 K the cubic phase transforms progressively into the domains
of ferroelectricphase so thatthe differentphasescoexistin this interval. Indeed,as mentioned
above,thedistinguishableshouldersaroundthecentralpeak,signifyingthepresenceofthelow-
symmetryphase(orphases)wereobservedalreadyat385K.Withdecreasingtemperaturethese
shoulders gradually grow because of the increaseo ft he concentration of the low-symmetry
phase. Due to the fact that the lattice plane spacings in the [111]cub direction are very close in
thecubicandrhombohedralphases(i.e.theunitcellchangesduringthetransitioninsuchaway
thatitsdimensioninoneofthe 111 cub directionsremainsunchanged)[20],therhombohedral
(¯ 222)R andcubic(222)C reﬂectionsaresuperimposedandcannotberesolved;thatiswhyonly
as i ngle peak composed of these two contributions can be observed in the temperature range
of thediffusephase transition. Because ofthe decreaseofthe concentrationof the cubicphase
on cooling,the intensityof this peakdecreases(ﬁgure3(c)), andbelow about325K it remainsStructural phase transition and dielectric relaxation in Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3 single crystals 2499
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Figure 4. Variations of lattice parameters, a and α,a n dt h eunit cell volume, as a function of
temperature for the rhombohedral and cubic phases of PZN crystal.
almost temperature independent, which means that the diffuse phase transition is practically
completed.
Figure 4 presents the temperature dependences of the lattice parameters a and α and the
unitcellvolumecalculatedforthecubicandrhombohedralphasesinPZNcrystal. Theanomaly
around 350 K clearly indicates the phase transition. The value of α in the low-temperature
R3m phase agrees satisfactorily with that reported for this phase in [20] and is approximately
thesamevalueasintherhombohedralphaseofnormalperovskiteferroelectrics. Interestingly,
the variationof the rhombohedrallattice constanta below the transitiontemperature(ﬁgure4)
shows the same trend as thato fP M N[ 25, 26], reﬂecting the relaxor behaviour of PZN
even in the low-temperature phase(s). The width of the diffraction peaks below the phase
transition temperature is much larger than in the high-temperature cubic phase. Figure 3(b)
illustrates the FWHM for the major peak. The widths of other peaks are even larger. This
effect is usually explained by the small size of ferroelectric domains. The other, probably
more important, reason for this in PZN is the internal elastic microstrains caused by the
coexistenceofdifferentferroelectricphases. Thespontaneousdeformationsof the partsofthe
crystal containing different phases are different, which leads to internal stresses and strains.
Spontaneous deformation usually increases with decreasing temperature, which is conﬁrmed
in our case by the increase of the rhombohedral angle in ﬁgure 4. As a result, the FWHM
also increases with decreasing temperature (ﬁgure 3). Additional line broadening can also
arise from a dispersion in lattice parameters, which depends on the distance from the crystal
surface [21].
Using the Scherrer equation the size of the ferroelectric domains was estimated from the
differencebetween the squaresof the instrumentalFHWM and the FHWM observedat 300 K
(i.e. at a comparatively high temperature, where the broadening related to internal strains is2500 Y-H Bing et al
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Figure 5. Variations of (a) the real part of dielectric permittivity, and (b) the dissipation factor,
as a function of temperature for PZN crystal upon zero-ﬁeld cooling (ZFC) measured at different
frequencies. (c)Frequencydependencesofthetemperature(Tm)ofmaximumpermittivities(circles
forr eal part and stars for imaginary part) and the ﬁtting (solid curve) to the Vogel–Fulcher relation.
not very large). For the rhombohedralphase we derive a size of ∼70 nm and ∼200 nm from
(222)R and(¯ 222)R peaks,respectively. Thismeansthatthedomainsizeinoneofthedirections
(perpendicular to the spontaneous polarization vector) is larger than in the other directions,
i.e. the domains have the laminar form. Note that in [20] all the dimensions of rhombohedral
domains in PZN were estimated to be the same size (60–70 nm). This discrepancy can be
explainedby a longer x-raywavelength used in that work leading to smaller penetrationdepth
(the structure of PZN is known to depend on the distance from crystal surface [21]). The
domain size of the new phase is estimated to be in the range 40–80 nm, depending on the
direction.
3.2. Dielectric properties
Figures 5(a) and (b) give the variations of the real part of the dielectric permittivity ε  and
the dissipation factor tanδ as a functionof temperatureat variousfrequencies,measured uponStructural phase transition and dielectric relaxation in Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3 single crystals 2501
Table 1. Fitting parameters of the Vogel–Fulcher relation for the temperatures of maximum real
and imaginary permittivities obtained under different conditions.
ZFC FC ZFH after poling
ε  ε   ε  ε   ε  ε  
f0 (Hz) 3e+10 8e+10 5e+10 2e+83 e + 95 e + 1 1
Ea (K) 263 488 332 165 206 526
T0 (K) 403 380 393 392 401 377
zero-ﬁeld cooling (ZFC) for the (111)cub PZN crystal. The strong frequencydispersion of the
dielectricconstantwiththetemperatureofthemaximum, Tm,increasingathigherfrequencies,
indicates a typical relaxor ferroelectric behaviour. The temperature Tm varies from 417 K at
100 Hz to 429 K at 1 MHz. As in other relaxors, the frequency ( f )d e p endence of Tm can be
ﬁtted with the Vogel–Fulcher relation:
f = f0 exp[−Ea/(Tm − T0)],
where f0, Ea,a n dT0 are the parameters, as shown in ﬁgure 5(c). The same ﬁt, but with a
different set of parameters, can be applied to the frequency and temperature dependences of
the imaginarypermittivitymaximum(not shown). The best-ﬁt results are presentedin table 1.
It is worth noting that below Tm no evidence of the structural phase transition, which was
detected between 390 and 325 K in the above-mentioned x-ray diffraction experiments, can
be observed in the dielectric properties.
Figure 6(a) shows the temperature dependence of the real permittivity of the unpoled
crystalmeasuredatvariousfrequenciesuponcoolingunderadcbiasﬁeldof1.2kVcm−1 (FC).
The strong dispersion due to relaxor relaxation around Tm remains. However, at TC ≈ 390 K,
thed ielectric constant undergoes a discontinuous change in slope with the values at different
frequencies merging together and dropping sharply. Below TC the frequency dispersion is
attenuateddramatically. The dielectricrelaxationaround Tm can also be ﬁtted with the Vogel–
Fulcher relation for both the real and imaginary parts of the permittivity, with the ﬁtting
parameters given in table 1.
Figure6(b)presentsthetemperatureandfrequencydependencesofthedielectricconstant
of the PZN crystalprepoledatroomtemperature(at20 kV cm−1), whichwere measuredupon
zero-ﬁeld heating (ZFH) after poling. In the low-temperaturerange, the permittivity is almost
non-dispersive. Uponfurtherheating,asharppeakofdielectricconstantoccursatTC = 388K.
Above TC,t h es t r ong dielectric dispersion, characteristic of relaxor relaxation, reappears,
suggesting that the PZN crystal reenters the relaxor state. The transition temperature TC does
not depend on frequency, as opposed to the behaviour of Tm.T h e frequency dependence of
the latter can also be well ﬁtted into the Vogel–Fulcher law with the ﬁtting constants provided
in table 1.
It is interesting to note that
(i) above TC the electric ﬁeld has almost no effect on the dielectric relaxation behaviour
around Tm,w hich can be ﬁtted into the Vogel–Fulcher relation with ﬁtting parameters
only slightly different from those of ZFC, and
(ii) the sharp anomalies of the dielectric constant upon ZFH after poling and upon FC are
observed at approximately the same temperature as TC ≈ 390, where the diffuse phase
transition begins upon ZFC, as revealed by synchrotron x-ray diffraction experiments.2502 Y-H Bing et al
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Figure 6. Variation of the real part of the dielectric permittivity measured at different frequencies
as a function of temperature for PZN crystal upon (a) cooling under a ﬁeld of 1.2k Vc m −1 (FC),
and (b) zero ﬁeld heating (ZFH) after poling at room temperature.
4. Discussion
LetusdiscussthestructureandpropertiesofthePZNcrystalsstudiedinthisworkbycomparing
themwiththewell-documentedstructureandpropertiesoftheprototypicalrelaxorferroelectric
PMN (see e.g. [1]). The temperature and frequencydependences of the dielectric permittivity
lookverysimilarinbothcrystals,withobservedbroadandhighε(T)peakandstrongdispersion
causing the Vogel–Fulcher-type shift of Tm with frequency (see ﬁgure 5). In both crystals
additionalanomaliesinthetemperaturedependencesofpermittivityandlossesthatareinitially
absent at zero ﬁeld can be induced by applying a strong enough electric ﬁeld (see ﬁgure 6).
In both cases, the high-temperature slope of the diffuse permittivity peak can be scaled byStructural phase transition and dielectric relaxation in Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3 single crystals 2503
the Lorenz-type quadratic function with close values of the diffuseness parameter (δ = 28 K
for PZN and δ = 41 K for PMN), as described in detail in [27] (the data used for scaling
came from the same PZN crystal as in this work). The structures of PMN and PZN at high
temperatures (around Tm and above) are also similar. It is usually believed that in PMN the
structure is macroscopically cubic with nanometric inclusions of polar order. In PZN the
existence of PNRs has recently been deducedfrom neutronscattering experimentsin [22] and
conﬁrmed in the present work by the observed broadening of the base of the diffraction peak.
On the other hand, the low-temperature structures of these two materials are quite different.
In PMN the x-ray and neutron diffraction investigations do not indicate any macroscopic
distortion of the cubic lattice. PZN, in contrast,e xhibits a reductionof symmetry below about
350 K where we observed the splitting of (222) lines. Two central contributions (peaks) can
be attributed to the rhombohedral phase, which was also observed in previous investigations
(e.g. in [20]). In addition, we have revealed the presence of another low-symmetryphase with
as i gniﬁcant concentration which was not reported before (the present data do not allow us to
determinethesymmetryandthetype(ferroelectricorantiferroelectric)ofthisnewphase;such
an investigation is underway). We also conﬁrmed that the phase transition in PZN is diffuse,
i.e. the high-temperaturecubic phase and the low-temperaturephases coexistin a temperature
interval of several dozens of degrees.
NotethatthestudiesofthePZNcrystalwiththehelpofneutronandhigh-energy(67keV)
x-raydiffractionrevealedadifferentlow-temperaturephase(theso-calledX-phase)butnotthe
rhombohedralone [21, 22, 28]. The X-phase exhibits a cubic unit cell. It was not observed in
this work, nor was it in other works in which low-energy x-rays were used. This discrepancy
can be explained [21] by the small penetration capability of low-energy radiation, so that it
probesonlythepartsofthecrystalnotfarfromthesurface(‘skin’). X-phaseseemstobelocated
in the bulk and can be detected only by high-energy radiation. As the phase content depends
on the distance from the crystal surface (X-phase inside, ‘normal’ phases at the surface), one
can suspect that the rhombohedral phase and the additional low-symmetry phase discovered
in this work are also separated in space. Furthere xperimentsare needed to determine if these
two phases are mixed homogeneously or exist separately.
TheimportantpointtounderlinehereisthatthePNR-relateddiffusescatteringgivingrise
to thet ails around the sharp (222)cub Bragg peak at high temperatures has been observed in
our x-ray diffraction experiments. This means that PNRs exist not only in the crystal bulk,
transformingtotheX-phaseuponcooling,butalsointhe‘skin’ofthecrystalwhichundergoes
at ransition into phases with normal ferroelectric distortion.
It is interesting to compare the behaviour of PZN with those of other perovskite
materials which exhibit a spontaneous relaxor to normal ferroelectric phase transition
(e.g. Pb(Fe1/2Nb1/2)O3 [29], Pb(Sc1/2Nb1/2)O3 [30], or Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3–PbTiO3 solid
solutions with high concentrationof PbTiO3). In these crystals the characteristic diffuse ε(T)
peak exhibitingVogel–Fulcherfrequencydependenceis accompaniedby a dielectric anomaly
at several degrees below Tm.T his anomaly is related to the spontaneous(i.e. without external
ﬁeld)transitiontotheferroelectricphaseuponcoolinganditcanbeverysharp. Belowthephase
transition temperature a well-deﬁned ferroelectric phase exists with macroscopic domains of
∼1 µmi ns ize.
OnecanseethatthebehaviourofthePZNcrystalssitsinanintermediatepositionbetween
theb ehaviour of prototypical relaxor PMN and that of the crystals with a sharp spontaneous
relaxor to normal ferroelectric phase transition. A spontaneous transitiont ot he ferroelectric
phase is observed in PZN, but this transition is diffuse and thus it is not associated with the
sharp dielectric anomalies. The size of the ferroelectric domains is considerably smaller than
the size of normalferroelectricdomains, butlargerthanthe size of polarnanoregionsin PMN.2504 Y-H Bing et al
Furthermore, the ferroelectric state in PZN exists in the outer layers only. The inner part
remains at low temperature in the cubic phase which is similar to the low-temperature phase
of PMN [22].
To interpretourresultsweapplythekineticmodelofphasetransitions,whichisdeveloped
to describe the diffuse and sharp phase transitions in compositionallydisorderedcrystals [31].
According to this model the PNRs begin to appear within the paraelectric phase at Td   T0m
(T0m is the average temperature of the ferroelectricphase transition) as a result of local ‘phase
transitions’ caused by compositional inhomogeneities in the disordered crystal (the nature
of these inhomogeneities and the peculiarities of polar order inside the PNRs are discussed
in[32]and[13]). TheequilibriumsizeandnumberofPNRsgraduallyincreaseduringcooling.
At a certain lower temperature TC theP NRsb ecome metastable and their sudden growth is
possible(similartotheisothermalgrowthofthenucleiofanewphaseinthecaseofthenormal
ﬁrst-order phase transition). The model parameter ρc (which is directly proportional to T0m
and inversely proportional to the diffuseness of the phase transition) determines the fraction
of crystal bulk ﬁlled with PNRs at T = TC.I f ρc is comparatively small, the concentration
of PNRs at TC is largea nd the growth of any PNR is limited by the neighbouring PNRs as
well as by the areas having a lower local Curie temperature. To form a large polar domain in
some regions, PNRs have to merge, i.e. the directions of their dipole moments have to change
to be the same for all PNRsi nt h i sr e g i on. But the reorientation of all PNRs appears to be
impossible because at least some of them are frozen. This freezing can be due to one of the
following reasons:
(i) the temperature is too low to activate the PNRs so as to overcome the potential barrier
between the states with different directions of PNR dipole moment,
(ii) a dipolar glasss t a te is formed in which the directions of PNR moments are ﬁxed by the
frustrated interactions between them, and
(iii) PNR moments are pinned by local random electric and/or elastic ﬁelds.
Consequentlythe size and numberof PNRs remaina l m o s tunchangedwhen the crystal passes
through TC.A s a r e s u lt, the long-range polar order characteristic of the ferroelectric state
cannot develop and thereby no noticeable anomalies of structural parameters and dielectric
(and other physical) properties can be observed. This scenario seems to be valid for PMN
in which PNRs are commonly believed to exist at all temperatures below Td and all the three
reasonsmentionedabovefor their freezingcan be expected. In PZN the ρc parameteris larger
duetoa higher T0m andasmaller (seeabove)phasetransitiondiffusenessδ.Al a r g e rρc means
that at TC the concentrationof PNRs is smaller (the distance between them is rather large) and
theyhaveroomtogrowuptomesoscopicsizeslargeenoughtobedetectedbyx-rayandneutron
diffractions. ThehighertransitiontemperatureinPZNprobablyfacilitatestheformationofthe
largerpolarregionsinanotherway. AtahighertemperaturethedipolemomentsofsomePNRs
can be reorientedby thermalmotion. Consequentlythe growth of PNRs at TC is accompanied
bythereorientationofsomeoftheneighbouringPNRssothatseveralPNRscanmergetoform
larger ferroelectric domains (the merging decreases the energy related to the domain walls).
UponfurthercoolingbelowTCtheprocessofdomainformationgoesonbecauseoftheincrease
in ferroelectric distortion and thet r a n s formation to the ferroelectric phase of the regions with
reducedlocalCurietemperature. Thisprocesshasbeenrevealedinthediffractionexperiments.
The corresponding anomalies (ﬁgure 3) are observed not at a well-deﬁned temperature, but
smeared over a wide temperature interval.
Materials with a sharp transition from relaxor to normal ferroelectric state are usually
characterized by a small diffuseness parameter δ and consequently a large ρc parameter. AsStructural phase transition and dielectric relaxation in Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3 single crystals 2505
ar e s u lt, the concentration of PNRs is small at TC and they are free to grow into macroscopic
ferroelectric domains.
The dielectric behaviour of relaxors is also determined by the kinetics of the formation
and evolution of the PNRs and ferroelectric domains. This is because the dielectric response
of relaxorsin the temperaturerange around Tm arises mainly from the relaxationof PNRs and
their boundaries, rather than from the non-relaxation ionic polarization related to the relative
displacement of the positive and negative sublattices, as in the case of normal displacive
ferroelectrics(see e.g.[33]for moredetaileddiscussion). Inthe relaxorsthatdo notundergoa
transition into the ferroelectricphase uponcooling(e.g. in PMN) the temperatureevolution of
PNRs occurs without abrupt changes in their size and concentration, and consequently there
are no sharp anomalies in the temperature dependences of the permittivity. The relaxors with
as harp spontaneous phase transition into the normal ferroelectric phase show an abrupt drop
of dielectric constant at TC due to the transformation of PNRs into macroscopic ferroelectric
domainsat thistemperature. Inthe intermediatecase of PZN,the transformationof PNRsinto
ferroelectric domains takes place gradually so that the dielectric permittivity changes without
sharpanomalies. ThebehaviourofPZNcrystalsisalsocomplicatedbythepresenceofthebulk
X-phase. The dielectric properties of pure X-phase are not deﬁnitely known, but structural
investigationsofinnerpartsofthecrystaldidnotrevealanysharpanomaliesinthetemperature
rangewherethetransitioninouterlayersisobserved(325–390K),thusthedielectricanomalies
in this rangeshouldnotbeexpectedeither. Theregionof X-phasebeingconnectedin seriesto
theouterlayersof‘normal’ferroelectricphasecanleadtoanadditionaldecreaseofthediffuse
dielectric anomaly at TC so that it becomes unnoticeable. At temperatures above the diffuse
phase transition (including Tm)t h es t r u c t ure of the inner and outer parts of the crystal seems
to be qualitatively the same, and the permittivity is determined by the relaxation of PNRs.
At temperatures below the transition the main contribution to the dispersion comes from the
relaxation of the walls between mesoscopic domains existing in outer layers and PNRs which
remain in the X-phase.
An electric ﬁeld applied on the PZN crystal upon cooling is able to reorient PNRs, so
that all of them have the same (or almost the same) orientations of dipole moments, and at
TC,w h e r et h ep rocess of intensive growth of PNRs begins, they can easily merge to form
macroscopic ferroelectric domains. It is known that these macroscopic domains appear under
the ﬁeld not only at the surface, but also in the bulk of the crystal [21]. The number of
relaxing elements (e.g. domain walls and boundaries between different phases) that are able
to contribute to the dielectric constant decreases rapidly during this process, leading to the
distinct dielectric anomaly at TC.B e l o w TC,t he dielectric dispersion is almost suppressed
(ﬁgure6(a)). Uponheatingofthe poledcrystal, the phasetransitionoccursat TC accompanied
bythesharpdielectricpeak(ﬁgure6(b)),indicatingthatthecrystaltransformsbacktothesame
relaxor state with the presence of PNRs as it was in the zero-ﬁeld experiments. As a result,
the Vogel–Fulcherparametersremain almost unchanged(see table 1). However,in contrastto
the zero-ﬁeld experiments, the orientationsof PNRs are no longer random. Instead, the PNRs
subsystem is poled (or partially poled) so that the magnitude of the permittivity is different
(smaller).
Itshouldbepointedoutthatthephenomenologicalkineticmodeldiscussedabovedoesnot
take into account the possible symmetry of the ferroelectric phase. For such a consideration,
the‘softpolarnanoregions’model[13]canbeapplied. Itisarguedinthismodelthatduetothe
randomnessof microscopic forces responsible for the onset of spontaneouspolarization, each
PNR consistsofdifferentlypolarizedunitcells. Thismodelimpliesthatthelocalsymmetryof
thes tructure inside the PNR can randomly vary in space and probably with time. We believe
that differentlocal symmetryprevailsin differentPNRs so that they can developupon cooling2506 Y-H Bing et al
intotheferroelectricdomainsofdifferentsymmetry. Asaresultat leasttwophasesarepresent
in PZN at low temperatures.
5. Conclusions
We have shown inthisstudythatthePb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3 crystalisauniqueexampleofarelaxor
in which, in contrastto the classical relaxorPMN, a spontaneous(i.e. withoutexternalelectric
ﬁeld) ferroelectric phase transition occurs, but, in contrast to some other relaxors exhibiting
sharp spontaneous transition to a ferroelectric phase (e.g. Pb(Fe1/2Nb1/2)O3), this transition
is diffuse and observed only near the surface of the crystal. As detected by high-resolution
synchrotronx-raydiffractionintheabsenceofanelectricﬁeld,PZNcrystalundergoesadiffuse
structural transformation from the high-temperature state, which is macroscopically cubic
and contains polar nanoregions typical of relaxors, to the low-temperature state composed of
mesoscopic(40–200nm)domainsoftherhombohedralferroelectricphaseandasecondphase
withlowersymmetry. Oncooling,thedomainsoftheselow-temperaturephasesbegintoappear
at TC ≈ 390 K and grow progressively at the expense of the cubic phase. Below T ≈ 325 K
the cubic phase is no longer observable. The so-called X-phase, recently discovered in the
central (bulk) parts of PZN crystal with the help of high-energyx-ray and neutron diffraction,
was not observed in the present work because the x-ray energy used (32 keV) was not high
enough to penetrate deeply into the crystal.
The dielectric properties show typical relaxor ferroelectric behaviour with a broad and
dispersivepeakof dielectricconstantat Tm ≈ 415K > TC,w h i c hcanbe ﬁttedintothe Vogel–
Fulcher relation, while no clear anomalies in dielectric properties can be associated with the
structural phase transformation at ∼TC.A p p l i c a tion of an electric ﬁeld (1.2k Vc m −1) upon
cooling induces a comparatively sharp phase transition at TC ≈ 390 K with the establishment
of the ferroelectric phase with macroscopic domains, as revealed by the anomaly in the
temperature dependence oft h edielectric constant at TC and the disappearance of signiﬁcant
dielectricdispersionbelowTC.T hestateinduceduponﬁeldcoolingcollapsesunderZFHat TC
intheformofasharpphasetransitionwiththebreakingdownofthemacropolardomainsback
into the relaxor state. The relaxor behaviour is fully recovered with typical relaxor dielectric
relaxation around Tm ≈ 415 Ka nd the same ﬁtting parameters to the Vogel–Fulcher relation.
The structural behaviour, dielectric properties and phase transition of the PZN crystal are
discussed in the light of the kinetic model of phase transitions in disordered crystals and the
model of ‘soft nanoregions’ in relaxors.
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